Master the high-end skills pivotal to developing, modifying and analysing financial models for projects in the renewable energy sector. Within an interactive, hands-on workshop environment you will go from a blank Excel workbook to a comprehensive financial model for debt structuring, investment analysis and critical scenario evaluation. Financial Modelling for Renewable Energy Projects covers must-know topics such as funding mechanics, operation analysis and investment metrics. It is a powerful three-day course that will give you a robust platform for in-depth analysis in the most sophisticated environments.

**COURSE PREREQUISITES**
You will need previous exposure to Excel in a financial modelling context and foundation knowledge of investment concepts such as NPV and cash flows.

**TRAINER SUPPORT HOTLINE**
We view every training course as a long term commitment to course delegates. Our objective is not just to take you through the training and then leave you to your own devices - it is to fundamentally transform your Excel and financial modelling skills.

**IS THIS PROGRAMME FOR YOU?**
Yes, if you need to build, adjust, review or analyse project models in the renewable energy sector. Typical attendees include analysts, managers and associate directors from banks, advisors, developers and policy makers.

**Find full course details and easy online registration at**
[www.corality.com/training](http://www.corality.com/training)
We found Corality’s approach to financial modelling straightforward, transparent and easy to use. As project developers we now have more confidence in taking our projects forward and presenting our models to potential investors. Overall we found the course very relevant, professionally run and we were also given enough time to practice and ask questions about the material being presented to us.

Vivek Nallaratnam
Technical Analyst, Windventures

WHAT IS SMART FINANCIAL MODELLING?
SMART financial models enable smart decisions, giving you confidence when it counts. Our best practice methodology is an exceptionally powerful platform for financial forecasting and scenario analysis, built upon guiding rules to create consistency, transparency and flexibility.

SMART Guidelines
Ten principles for effective financial modelling

Download 10 SMART Guidelines at: www.corality.com/smart-guidelines